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understanding
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You can now also launch a sales campaign targeting a
particular hotel group, and be able to see exactly how

much your marketshare moves as a result of that campaign.

SEE HOWYOURMARKETSHARE
GROWS OR SHRINKS OVER TIME
- MARKETSHARE MOVEMENTstep

one
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The marketshare movement example shows 5 months data from our
Marketshare Movement report for 7 customers. The most recent month is on the left.

From this
data we

can easily
decipher

that:

Customer 1 is a concern.
They are a consistent customer who
has dropped off in the past month.

Customer 3 is doing well.
The supplier has captured almost all of

the market shares in their categories
over the past 5 months.

Customer 7 should be visited.
They are a new customer who started using the supplier for almost half of their products in

categories the supplier sells, however the supplier has dropped to 1/4 of their purchases in their
categories in the past month. Is this an early indication that they are not satisfied with the

product or service? Time to call them and find out.
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SEEWHATYOUR CUSTOMERS ARE BUYING
step
two

You can now see everything that
your customers and prospects are
buying, not just from you but from
all suppliers, allowing you to
ensure that you are offering the
full range of products your

customers need. You can also see
how important each product is to
your customers by checking the
rank, an item with a ranking of 1 is
extremely important.
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Now that you’ve got all of the information, the
next few pages will take you through the key
challenges you can now combat

1. Regaining lost marketshare
2. Maintainingmarketshare
3.Winning new customers

key challenges, and the solution
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Now that you have access to marketshare reports
you can begin to make informed decisions when
attempting to regain marketshare. This report
will enable you to identify:

• When your marketshare began
to decrease.

• The items whichmarketshare
has decreased on.

• what items are important to the
customer using the ranking column,
that you don't currently supply.

• Which items that customer is buying,
but you are not gaining enough if
anymarketshare for.

Once you have identified the key factors
affecting your marketshare you can create a tailor
made proposal/catalogue for this customer to
fulfil their needs.

REGAINING LOST MARKETSHARE
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Ensure that you continue to track a healthy
marketshare, this is much easier to maintain
than it is to rectify an unhealthy marketshare.

• Generate regular marketshare
reports to show you which
new products your buyers
are purchasing, allowing you
tomake informed decisions
when increasing/changing
your product ranging.

• When/if you begin see a decrease
in marketshare for a customer/
product reach out to the relevant
buyers to ask what you can do
tomaintain their custom.

MAINTAINING MARKETSHARE
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Using your marketshare report you can now
identify buyers who are purchasing products
within your categories, but are not yet your
customers - and see exactly how to approach
them.

Look at their top 10 products, identify which
ones you currently supply, make these the key
point of your sales approach/proposal.

Now you can build a customized catalogue of
products specific to that customer, removing
the need to have numerous meetings and
waste valuable resource on the wrong items

You can also identify products you sell, which
they are not currently buying and suggest
these if they seem appropriate from their
current buy list.

NEW CUSTOMERS
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